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In the past month I have been visiting

groups and schools in the South
Island and also here in the North.  In
my role as Diocesan Director of
Contemplative Prayer, I have made
it my primary focus to encourage the
practice of meditation among children.
I was very taken with one particular
school in Christchurch, St Peter's in
Beckenham.  Seven years ago I led
a seminar at the National Catholic
Education Convention.  Prior to the
Convention morning prayers I led a
meditation.  There were three women
from this school present just "trying it
out".  For one of them the twenty
minute meditation was the longest
twenty minutes of her life!

At any rate they came to the
workshop and decided from there that
they needed to bring this into the life
of the school.  They soon managed
to obtain the co-operation of the rest
of the staff,plus the Principal, who
was especially supportive.  They
started off tentatively but soon they
were having meditation throughout
the school, every day after lunch and
they have been blending it with a
restoration programme.  Often when
children come in from play World War
III has broken out.  When they
meditate they are often able to offload
their issues naturally with the result
that matters such as bullying can be
sorted out with relative ease and with
no blame attached.

I led a meditation with the whole
school.  The children had all been told
the story of the singing bowl.  Of
course I played the singing bowl for

“this work by far is the most valuable”
Fr Peter Murphy discusses meditation in schools

them all and that had a stilling effect.
It is the clearest example in my 46
years of ministry of planting a seed
and disappearing leaving the seed to
grow of its own accord with no
further input.

I was meeting with religious
education teachers in the Catholic
Diocese of Auckland the other day.
Meditation in a secondary school is a
different animal altogether.  It is well
recognised that patterns of behaviour
are generally set by the time
youngsters are twelve years of age,
which is why the younger they learn
the better.

Recent international events such
as the American election result

have left our leaders with a sense of
uncertainty about the future.  The
gospel of market driven economics
has taken a hit simply because the
wealth has not been evenly
distributed.  There is plenty of wealth
but it is being held in the hands of
fewer and fewer people.  When the
middle classes take to the streets
watch out!  Hence a contemplative
practice becomes all the more vital,
particularly for the next generation
that they will be able to weather the
storms without reacting in panic.

The development of a sapiential
wisdom among the young is vital for
our future in order to turn the corner.
Hence the need to slow down.  Dr
Rowan Williams in his address to us
in London in the middle of the year

quoted St Francis de Sales in his
advice to a woman seeking his
guidance: To walk more slowly, to

talk more slowly and eat more

slowly.

It is the culture that is the problem;
there is so much to be done and every
minute has to be accounted for.
Unrealistic expectations are placed
upon the young: "You can be what
you want to be".  When they come
up against obstacles they crumble for
they have nothing to hold themselves
together.

I heard recently in one of our
Catholic girls colleges of a high
percentage of girls in one class being
on anti-depressants.  The signs for
the future are ominous without a
contemplative practice to lead them
to their centre.  I often quote the
sentence of Blaise Pascal: All the evil

in the world can be reduced to the

inability of men (sic) to sit still in a

room.

On the bright side, I was
meditating with a class recently; this
class included a child diagnosed
ADHD.  His teacher was so
impressed with this child that she
volunteered him to play the singing
bowl.  She was moved to tears at his
response.  I think this calls into
question some of these diagnoses that
are placed upon youngsters.  As one
of my helpers has said to me, "If you
do nothing else in your ministry, this
work by far is the most valuable."
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In September I wrote to every group leader on the database asking that
they update their information and advise of any changes.  This is an annual
exercise.  We do it to ensure the list on the website reflects what is happening
around the country, and it helps us ensure the CDs are sent to the right people
at the right address.

It took several weeks for the exercise to be completed but I am delighted
to report that we have 74 groups between Kerikeri and Dunedin most of
which meet weekly.  My best guess is that each week some 300 to 350
people meet together to meditate which is a wonderful thought.

Our efforts also uncovered the possible formation of four more groups in
Rotorua, Feilding, Hawera and Alexandra.  And recently I received an invitation
to run an introductory day on Waiheke Island where I’m assured there would
be great interest in meditation in the Christian tradition.

Thank you to all you group leaders who faithfully turn up each week to
ensure the practice remains alive in your community.  We would be nothing
without your support and dedication.

Updating the Meditation Group List

Vincent Maire - NZCCM National Co-ordinator

X

Following the death of John Main,
the World Community formed in 1991.
Through faithfulness and the pure
attention of love, we have seen the
Community expand, offering modern
people of all walks of life, a spiritual
daily discipline adaptable to their
ordinary lives and circumstances.

It has certainly been a milestone
year as Christian meditators celebrate
the growth and ever widening
outreach of WCCM across the world,
and see the beginnings of Bonnevaux,
the new home for the Community that
will serve future generations.

As the year draws to a close, Fr.
Laurence thought it would be good
to set aside a few moments each
week in our groups around the world
to reflect together as one Community

on the many gifts of WCCM and give
thanks for Fr John Main, and the
World Community of which New
Zealand is a part.

Readings for use, both before and
after meditation, are intended to be
used each week during December
leading up to Fr John Main’s
anniversary on 30 December.  These
readings have been sent to all group
leaders via email and can also be
found on the NZCCM website.

WCCM 25th Anniversary Year

The New Zealand Community

for Christian Meditation

2017 Silent Retreat
“For Love of the World:  Contemplation, Faith and the Active Life”

led by Sarah Bachelard
Founding Director of Benedictus Contemplative Church

Monday 23rd to Thursday 26th January 2017

University of Waikato, Hamilton
For further information and to download registration brochure go to:

http://christianmeditationnz.org.nz/-
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Transcript of talks given by Fr Laurence Freeman OSB at a retreat in Singapore, November 2001

Relationship with Jesus

There’s a third level of relationship.  This you might say is where we come to see Jesus

as Lord, or the cosmic Christ.  We begin to see that this Jesus, through whom we have

experienced healing, is also at work everywhere.

Our meditation, our contemplative

prayer, is I think vital for this

deepening and maturing of Christian

faith.  Nothing is more important for

the Church today everywhere in the

world than for the disciples of Jesus

to get to know him better.  That

means for them to grow in self-

knowledge through the deepening of

their prayer.  That is the hope for the

church.  The Church is going to have

lots of challenges in this millennium.

We will meet those challenges if we

have grown in depth.  And that seems

to be one of the great works of the

Spirit at the moment – leading people

into contemplative practice.

This means a very practical thing,

a change in the way you pray.  It

doesn’t mean giving up other forms

of prayer, but it means putting into

your life of prayer a commitment to

these times of stillness, morning and

evening.  That will almost inevitably

lead into some experience of a

contemplative community, joining a

meditation group for example,

because all of us grow in community

and we need the support and love and

inspiration of a community to keep up

the discipline.  But I can’t do it for

you, and you can’t do it for me, but

we can do it together.

I also think this is of great

importance for the world we’re living

in at the moment.  The world will

never be the same again after the 11th

The New Holiness
of September attack in New York.  It

certainly has been a significant

historical landmark.

New meaning of holiness

I think that what we are beginning

to discover is a new meaning of

holiness, and the importance holiness

for the world.  The new holiness is

characterised of the global unity of

humanity, by a universality of outlook.

Holiness is holiness, that’s true; holy

people are good people.  But holiness

in the past tended to be constricted

by the feeling: “well maybe Christians

are more holy than Buddhists; or

we’re more holy than them; or God

loves us more than others.”  But I

think we’re coming into a vision of

God that is much closer to the teaching

of Jesus and what Jesus embodies for

us in a unique way.  What does he

embody?  God.  And what does he

say about God?  He says: God sends

his rain on the just and the unjust.

He is kind to the ungrateful and

the wicked. (Matt 5:45)

God’s love is universal and

unconditional; God has no favourites

– the words of Jesus, which he

embodied in his life and teaching, the

way he lived, the way he died, and

the way he moves among us now

through the Spirit.  We are slowly

evolving as Christians and as human

beings into a full realisation and full

understanding of those words.

For the first time in history, human

beings have been able to see the

planet earth from outer space.  We

have seen the earth rising over the

horizon of the moon; we’ve seen this

little small round blue and green and

white planet moving in the blackness

of space.  We’ve seen how small we

are, how interconnected we are.   And

we saw, about ten years ago, the

leaders of the world religions invited

by the Pope to Assisi praying together

for the first time.  We’ve a long way

to go, but we have come a long way.

Perhaps, one of the meanings of

9/11 is the universality of the response

it evoked.  I was in the States at the

time when that happened.  There

were some voices raised saying,

“Let’s nuke them; let’s bomb them to

hell.”  But I was struck by how few

were those voices.  The very first

response to the tragedy in New York

from all around the world was

compassion.  The politics came later;

the first was compassion.  That is the

universal truth.  That is the love of

God, coming through as the

compassion we have for each other.

So our growth in our relationship

to Jesus has many mysteries yet to

unfold as we discover the full

meaning of who Jesus is.

But the starting point and, in a

sense, the finishing point, is in our own

heart. X

There is no simpler proof of goodwill than to meditate with a person you disagree with.
Socialist, capitalist, conservative and liberal, black and white, male and female, Christian and Arab;

there is a level of experience open to us all where these differences can cease to be divisions.
Fr Laurence Freeman

X
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In mid-November I realised a long

held dream of a retreat at Southern

Star Abbey, Kopua.  The Abbey is

situated in a beautiful, relatively

remote, rural area on a dairy farm

between Dannevirke and Waipuku-

rau, southern Hawke’s Bay.  The

property is bordered in part by the

upper reaches of the Manawatu River

and the rawness and beauty of nature

are experienced in equal measure.

On my first night I was awoken

by the 7.8 Culverden earthquake.  My

bed swayed side-to-side, the

wardrobes rattled and when I put on

my torch the lights were swinging

wildly in the ceiling.  The next day I

discovered this brief seismic event

was experienced in a more serious

way further south.  Fr Laurence

Freeman was concerned enough to

send this message:

Dear Vincent,

I'm on retreat with 55 priests in

Canberra diocese. We are

keeping you all there in prayer.

How are people feeling?

Love to all.

A few days later we were lashed

by cold, gale-force winds that left

snow on the Ruahine Ranges.

Fortunately I had added some

tramping clothes so was dressed for

all conditions, except perhaps the

heavy rain that fell.  It’s a very windy

place.  Br Brian told me the bell tower

used to be covered but after years of

having to replace blown-out panels it

now stands ruggedly skeletal and

unbending.

This was my first real experience

of the Liturgy of the Hours.

Visitors are excused Vigils at 4.00am

when mystery and darkness reign.

Lauds at 6.00am acknowledges the

coming of the light and the attitude

that this day is a gift for which

gratefulness can be the only response.

On Retreat at Kopua - a long held dream!

by Vincent Maire

Southern Abbey Kopua bell tower

Mass at 8.00am includes Terce,

prayer of the third hour where spiritual

blessings provide the energy to

reawaken.

Sext, which means six, is noon-

time prayer.  We celebrated this at

11.30am thus ensuring a ravenous

appetite for dinner at noon  The food

was tasty, healthy and more than

adequate to feed a small army of

seekers of Christ.  None is the ninth

hour of day, 2.00pm to be precise, and

Vespers followed at 6.15pm, an hour

after tea.  Compline, that prayer

which brings the day to a close, thus

making a clean transition into night

and sleep, was held at 8.00pm.

By following this timetable I soon

learnt that prayer is work.  My vocal

chords were challenged by the

chanting so beautifully led my Br

Kololo.  Yes, it took me a few days to

understand the timetable, learn the

different chants and fathom the

Psalms.  But in all this work came

the realisation that I was participating

in an ancient and beautiful form of

worship that is an extension of the

Eucharist celebration.  I surrendered

to an early to bed early to rise regime

that included an afternoon nap.  The

tranquillity of the Abbey has that

affect.

The Superior, Fr Nico Verkley,

who has been at Southern Star for

many years, told me a little of the

history of the Abbey which was

founded by Irish monks in 1954.

These days the dairy farm in run by

a sharemilker and while the

community is small with few men

seeking this way of life, the Abbey’s

Associates, (oblates) led by Peter

Stuart, a retired Anglican priest from

Eastbourne, are growing in number.

Fr. John Pettit, known to most

Christian Meditators around the

country, has been at Southern Star for

13 years.  He is soon to depart to

spend time with a Catholic Workers

community in Brisbane but assured

me he would be returning in mid-

2017.  Each evening after Sext we

meditated together and shared two,

hour-long sessions of spiritual

direction that enabled me to unravel

an issue that had bothered me for

some months.  The solving of this

problem resulted in laughter,

amazement and prayers of thanks.  It

was the highlight of my stay there.

I walked all the trails, took plenty of

photographs, chatted with the

Abbey’s Companions, people who

help with catering and cleaning, and

relished the company of my fellow

guests.  Bookings to stay in the

beautiful guest house stretch out

months in advance and there is great

demand for spiritual guidance from

Fr Nico and Fr John.  Three

Australians visited while I was there

and many visitors are not Catholic,

with Anglicans being especially

numerous and supportive.

Should Southern Star Abbey lose

all its monks, a real possibility given

the crisis facing monasticism in the
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West, their place will be taken by men

and women who seek this way of life

but in a different way.  For this to

happen four things are needed:

(1) This evolving community must

continue to be anchored in The

Rule of St. Benedict with

continued emphasis on hospitality

to all,

(2) Christ-centred leadership,

(3) a clear vision, and

(4) life must continue to revolve

around the Liturgy of the Hours.

In other words, the same but

different.

Christian meditators will receive

a very warm welcome at Southern

Star Abbey.  The web site is a good

place to start your visit and remember

to dress for a location that regularly

experiences four seasons in one day.

It really is a beautiful and special

place. X

continued from page 4

Sharp Darts a sell out!  NZCCM’s first
venture into publishing has been successful.
Ross Millar’s talks for Christian Meditation
groups has touched the hearts of many
meditators around the country.  Sharp

Darts of Longing Love evolved out of talks
Ross has given to members of the
Warkworth meditation group, which he
leads.  In the preface Ross writes: “I have
disciplined myself to prepare talks which are
spoken slowly and are easy to follow. Their
length is invariably one typed A4 page.”

Ross was urged by fellow Benedictine
Oblates to make a selection of his talks
available for publication.  With the help of
fellow Oblates, Jane Hole and Margaret
Nouwens, this process evolved into Sharp

Darts of Longing Love, an easy to follow 120 page book that can be used by
groups or by individuals alike.

The NZCCM Committee was unanimous in its support for the venture and
decided a copy should be sent to every group leader as a token of appreciation
for the work they do in keeping the practice alive and available in their areas.
The remaining stock has now been sold, which is a sure sign of the books
reception among the New Zealand community.  There will be another print
run in time for the 2017 Silent Retreat at Waikato University.

Vincent Maire

The spiral bound collection of
talks for Christian Meditation
groups, Sharp Darts of Longing

Love, is by Ross Miller.  It was sent
as a gift to all leaders of groups.
Since then we’ve bought several
more copies for individual members
of our small group.

I find my group does not want
any extra words to distract them
before our precious silent weekly
half hour together.  They tell me
they need that time away from
words.

Instead we are using these
deeply thoughtful passages for our
own personal study.  I manage to
read one a night, as well as a repeat
read of the one from the previous
night.  This pattern gives me an
extra, deeply satisfying few minutes
of extra meditation, before and
after each reading.

Kia ora

Elspeth Preddey

Sharp Darts of Longing Love by Ross Miller

At NZCCM we have two lists of those who are interested in Christian
Meditation.  One is the email list (approx. 400 people) for everyone who
wishes to participate in shared meditation activities, receive the quarterly
newsletter, Stillpoint, and other email messages of interest to meditators
throughout the year

The other list is for those who receive the emails and also choose to be
members (approximately 150 people) by contributing $25.00 a year to support
the work of NZCCM.  Unlike other organisations, membership does not give
a person any special benefits (other than a posted newsletter for those who
request it).  But by supporting the work of NZCCM, a member is contributing
to the work and outreach of Christian Meditation in both New Zealand and
Fiji.

The annual subscription covers the costs of producing the newsletter and
other CM resources; meetings of the NZCCM National Committee
(teleconferences and one annual meeting); Outreach - for example Essential
Teaching Workshops for those who want to learn more about CM.

National Committee Members, group leaders and those who take CM to
schools, prisons and workplaces keep their costs to a minimum and put in
hundreds of volunteer hours.  It is a privilege to contribute to the work of the
World Community for Christian Meditation in New Zealand.

Anyone who would like to become a member of NZCCM can do so through
our NZCCM web page, http://christianmeditationnz.org.nz/ or by completing
the Membership Form on the back page of this magazine.

What it means to be a member of the

NZ Community for Christian Meditation

by Linda Polaschek

X

X

X
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On our journey with Christian Meditation we come

across a lot of readings and teachings talking about
the ego.  We hear that the journey is about letting go of
our ego, the false self and about discovering our true self.
There is often mention of dismantling the ego, letting go
of the ego, or transcending ego, and learning to live our
lives from the consciousness of our true self, our divine
essence within.

Depending on the words used, and how we interpret
what we hear, it can sound like the ego is the bad guy we
should get rid off.

In my opinion this is not a helpful way of looking at it.
I see the ego as a natural developmental process that is
needed to help us develop a sense of “I”, understand the
boundaries between ourselves and others, and relate and
communicate with the world at large.  To develop an ego
is as natural as going through other developmental stages,
such as movement or emotional development.

For normal developmental stages such as crawling, or
temper tantrums, there is a time when these are not “age
appropriate” any more.  We humans carry the blueprint
of these developmental stages in us, we are hardwired to
move through, transcend these stages to move on to the
next level.  If we don’t, medical and educational
evaluations talk about developmental delays.

I believe the same applies to the ego.  The ego evolves
and at different times in our life we identify with certain
thoughts, attitudes, values, beliefs, and we attach
importance and meaning to these, including gender, culture,
religion, relationships, achievements.  As long as we evolve
and transcend previous ego stages (the selfish, rebellious
stage of adolescence) and move on to the next (taking
self responsibility, consideration for parents) we are
developing according to plan.

The issue with the ego starts, when we get stuck or
settle comfortably in a developmental stage, and it becomes
a fixed structure and we believe that this is who we are.
This may include beliefs or achievements that we attach
to and identify with.  Strong identifications can dominate
our life, eg a strong sense of autonomy and individualism,
or needing to accumulate accomplishments and wealth.
Even thinking that our beliefs about the world or religion
are right, so others must be wrong.  We might self-
righteously believe that life owes us something, because
we were hurt in the past.

Our Ego – A Case Of False Identity

by Ingrid Bryant

Compassionate ponderings on the ego

These are the situations of cases of false identity and
we mistake the gift box for the gift.  Easily done, especially
when the gift wrapping is very pretty, decorative and has
monetary or sentimental value.

Let's have a look at a
beautiful ego structure/gift box

Isn’t it quite obvious why we find it hard to not identify

with a beautifully decorated container like this?  Trying
to open the container (our ego self) might damage it.  So
there is a risk of losing something of value before we can
know what is in the gift box.

We know from scripture and other teachings that we
are not the box (ego or false self) but the gift inside.
Through the practice of meditation we can experience
our attention and identification shift from aspects of the
ego/gift box to an inner stillness, being no-thing to being
(the) present.

This experience can be very unsettling, even scary,
because it is new and there is no-thing to hold on to or
identify with.  Even our attachment to ideas of God will
be transformed in the stillness of being.

The Christian Faith encourages us to leave behind our
lives based on ego identifications, and the practice of
Christian Meditation is facilitating the process of letting
go.

No need to throw away the box.  It is a beautiful and
useful container that can serve us, but we need to stay
mindful of the reality that the box is not who we are, we
are (in) the present.  When we learn to be still and allow
everything to be, without attaching, we also practice self-
acceptance and self-love.

The more we are present and still, the more we open
up and our true self, our divine essence can emerge from
within.  Over time our inborn GPS (God Positioning System)
will guide us in all aspects of our life.

Meditation is a journey of undoing and becoming, death
and resurrection, a lifelong journey of ever increasing
intimacy with and unfolding of our true identity, the divine
within us.

X
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TTTTTrue Self Soulrue Self Soulrue Self Soulrue Self Soulrue Self Soul
accepting othersaccepting othersaccepting othersaccepting othersaccepting others

takes responsibility for creating one’s experiencetakes responsibility for creating one’s experiencetakes responsibility for creating one’s experiencetakes responsibility for creating one’s experiencetakes responsibility for creating one’s experience

forforforforforg ivenessg ivenessg ivenessg ivenessg iveness

grate fu lgrate fu lgrate fu lgrate fu lgrate fu l

present focusedpresent focusedpresent focusedpresent focusedpresent focused

knows we are all equalknows we are all equalknows we are all equalknows we are all equalknows we are all equal

simple wisdomsimple wisdomsimple wisdomsimple wisdomsimple wisdom

relaxed and trusting in the Divinerelaxed and trusting in the Divinerelaxed and trusting in the Divinerelaxed and trusting in the Divinerelaxed and trusting in the Divine

knows God and me, me and God are oneknows God and me, me and God are oneknows God and me, me and God are oneknows God and me, me and God are oneknows God and me, me and God are one

feels loved and accepted for just being oneselffeels loved and accepted for just being oneselffeels loved and accepted for just being oneselffeels loved and accepted for just being oneselffeels loved and accepted for just being oneself

feels the innocence and greatness of one’s soulfeels the innocence and greatness of one’s soulfeels the innocence and greatness of one’s soulfeels the innocence and greatness of one’s soulfeels the innocence and greatness of one’s soul

trusts one self and makes intuition the new authoritytrusts one self and makes intuition the new authoritytrusts one self and makes intuition the new authoritytrusts one self and makes intuition the new authoritytrusts one self and makes intuition the new authority

trusts in the flow of lifetrusts in the flow of lifetrusts in the flow of lifetrusts in the flow of lifetrusts in the flow of life

does things to please one’s own higher consciousnessdoes things to please one’s own higher consciousnessdoes things to please one’s own higher consciousnessdoes things to please one’s own higher consciousnessdoes things to please one’s own higher consciousness

secure in ones self able to truly listen to otherssecure in ones self able to truly listen to otherssecure in ones self able to truly listen to otherssecure in ones self able to truly listen to otherssecure in ones self able to truly listen to others

comfortable passing time with ones’ selfcomfortable passing time with ones’ selfcomfortable passing time with ones’ selfcomfortable passing time with ones’ selfcomfortable passing time with ones’ self

able to laugh at ones’ selfable to laugh at ones’ selfable to laugh at ones’ selfable to laugh at ones’ selfable to laugh at ones’ self

JudgementalJudgementalJudgementalJudgementalJudgemental
False Self EgoFalse Self EgoFalse Self EgoFalse Self EgoFalse Self Ego

victim - blames othersvictim - blames othersvictim - blames othersvictim - blames othersvictim - blames others

keeps conflict and drama alivekeeps conflict and drama alivekeeps conflict and drama alivekeeps conflict and drama alivekeeps conflict and drama alive

complainingcomplainingcomplainingcomplainingcomplaining

focused on past or futu1refocused on past or futu1refocused on past or futu1refocused on past or futu1refocused on past or futu1re

feels superior or inferior to othersfeels superior or inferior to othersfeels superior or inferior to othersfeels superior or inferior to othersfeels superior or inferior to others

complex and intellectualcomplex and intellectualcomplex and intellectualcomplex and intellectualcomplex and intellectual

stressed and worried about the futurestressed and worried about the futurestressed and worried about the futurestressed and worried about the futurestressed and worried about the future

feels alone in the worldfeels alone in the worldfeels alone in the worldfeels alone in the worldfeels alone in the world

needs to prove worth through work/serviceneeds to prove worth through work/serviceneeds to prove worth through work/serviceneeds to prove worth through work/serviceneeds to prove worth through work/service

feels small and never good enoughfeels small and never good enoughfeels small and never good enoughfeels small and never good enoughfeels small and never good enough

gives one’s authority over to othersgives one’s authority over to othersgives one’s authority over to othersgives one’s authority over to othersgives one’s authority over to others

ruled by timeruled by timeruled by timeruled by timeruled by time

does things only for the approval of othersdoes things only for the approval of othersdoes things only for the approval of othersdoes things only for the approval of othersdoes things only for the approval of others

needs constant attention and validationneeds constant attention and validationneeds constant attention and validationneeds constant attention and validationneeds constant attention and validation

uncomfortable to be alone unless distracteduncomfortable to be alone unless distracteduncomfortable to be alone unless distracteduncomfortable to be alone unless distracteduncomfortable to be alone unless distracted

takes oneself too seriouslytakes oneself too seriouslytakes oneself too seriouslytakes oneself too seriouslytakes oneself too seriously
X

Meditation is a path to a discipline: it is not a technique.  A

technique is something we practice with the ego in order to achieve

a desired result and be in control.

With a discipline, we are transcending the ego.  We are not

practising a discipline to get a desired result, but in order to lose

ourselves, to move from the ego to the true self.

No one can find his true self unless he loses his false self - Jesus

tells us.

The repetition of the single verse leads us to a poverty of spirit,

the renunciation of all thoughts and imaginations, ultimately all sense

of ego because it leads us from that poverty of spirit into the Kingdom

of Heaven, the prayer of Christ which is within.

This poverty is the key, theological idea or spiritual idea that Cassian

plays with when he describes meditation as Pure Prayer.

Meditation is a path: it’s a discipline

from Joan Kayes’ notebook

All prayer has the repetitive

quality, the stilling of the mind

bringing us to equanimity, to

quies.

A discipline, and a

repetitive discipline such as

the mantra, keeping the ego in

its place:  The radical re-

nunciation of our false

identification with our ego.

 It is this unselfconscious

state which is the condition of

our true self.

from The Ego on our Spiritual Journey

by Fr Laurence Freeman

XX
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We took part in the third National

School Retreat at Jerusalem

(Hiruharama) on the Whanganui

River from Saturday 24th September

to Saturday 1st October 2016.

Jerusalem is a very sacred place with

over a century of spiritual practice

and service mostly to the children of

New Zealand.  In the late 1800’s,

Suzanne Aubert of France (Mother

Mary Joseph) (1835-1926), with the

support of local hapu and iwi,

established the Sisters of Compassion

Catholic Convent.  In 1892, Saint

Joseph’s Convent building was

constructed as a base for the Sisters

to operate.

Jerusalem is located some 66km

from Whanganui up the Whanganui

River Road on the east bank of the

Whanganui River.  The 290km-long

river is the third longest in New

Zealand with its headwaters on the

northern flanks of Mount Tongariro,

curving its way through Taumarunui,

(JG’s birthplace), and thence to the

Tasman Sea at Wanganui.

Up until the completion of the

Whanganui River Road in 1934, the

only access to all the settlements

along the banks of the River, including

Jerusalem, was by riverboat as far

as Taumarunui.  Unlike the river, the

road is subject to the effects of

hazards such as landslip from steep

unstable cliffs of tectonically uplifted

erodible marine sandstone-siltstone

sequences.  The road is also subject

to washouts from floods in the

Whanganui River such as the massive

event in the winter of 2015, which

closed the road for some time.

The Retreat was led by both

Kathryn Houston, National School

Coordinator Australia, and Fr Peter

Centred within one’s own heart

a report on the 2016 Jerusalem Silent Retreat
from Jeremy and Anne Gibbs, Kerikeri.

View looking West of Saint Joseph’s Convent building

View looking north of Jerusalem and Whanganui River

Murphy, National School Co-

ordinator New Zealand, with up to 17

attendees from places such as

Hawera, Palmerston North, Napier,

Kerikeri and Auckland.  All 17 of us

were housed in the open-plan top floor

dormitory of Saint Josephs Convent,

with curtains providing some privacy.

Our access to the dormitory was

by two flights of steep stairs and there

were two showers and one toilet for

our use within the dormitory, and

further showers and toilets on the

ground floor.  Lots of opportunities to

be attentive!  Our delicious, fresh

meals were provided daily by ‘angels’

from the: “Angel Louise Café”,

Raetihi, a daily journey of some 45

minutes each way along a hazardous,

windy road.  It was good to know we

were giving work and opportunities

to the local community.

Essentially, the retreat was a Silent

Retreat with the practice of Silence

beginning on Saturday night, 24th

September and ending on Friday night

30th September.  Each day, our

practice included seven meditations
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View of Anne and Monica in the dormitory

View looking southwest at the start of a Contemplative Walk

and four contemplative walks, which,

coupled with the tranquil atmosphere

of Jerusalem and the Whanganui

River, allowed the inner static to die

down and stillness to prevail and

deepen.

In addition, each morning Kathryn

provided a stimulating talk focused on

the question; “Who am I?”  She gave

us a daily Divine Reading (Lectio

Divina), for our minds to contemplate

and reflect upon.  Every second day

we all were given an opportunity to

discuss any issues with either Kath

or Peter.  We both greatly appreciated

their wisdom, understanding and

capacity to listen.

There were generous periods set

aside daily for individual rest and

X

The way of meditation is the
way of love: “this way of love”
as the Cloud of Unknowing calls
it.

So it is real not conceptual,
incarnate not abstract,
practical not a matter of nice
words or ideas.

To act on this vision and to
really begin the journey
requires decisive, open-hearted
commitment.  There is no
commitment however without
simplicity of spirit.

f r o m

Monastery Without Walls

by John Main

God help us to live slowly:  To move simply:  To look softly:God help us to live slowly:  To move simply:  To look softly:God help us to live slowly:  To move simply:  To look softly:God help us to live slowly:  To move simply:  To look softly:God help us to live slowly:  To move simply:  To look softly:

To allow emptiness:  To let the heart create for us:  AmenTo allow emptiness:  To let the heart create for us:  AmenTo allow emptiness:  To let the heart create for us:  AmenTo allow emptiness:  To let the heart create for us:  AmenTo allow emptiness:  To let the heart create for us:  Amen        Michael Leunig

reflection.  We both enjoyed walks

along the Whanganui River, which for

us became an extension of the

contemplative walks.  Others

expressed themselves through Haiku,

art or writing.  Each day closed with

Mass and homily conducted by Peter.

The Contemplative Walks were

really lovely.  They were a time of

slow steps, walking on the lawn

outside the Convent in a circle.  Being

aware of each step as it touched the

ground.  It was a gentle time, very

stilling.  There is nothing to do but

take each step.  The listening

naturally went out to the lovely birds

singing, the bees buzzing, the sight of

the leaf buds bursting from the trees

at the beginning of the week, to being

fully open at the end, showing a lovely

light green colour.  It took just one

week – amazing. We became

Community.

The standout experience for us

from the good company, of the week

was being given a rare opportunity to

fall still.  To feel centred within one’s

own heart and connected once again

to our surrounds.  To feel compassion

naturally arising and tears welling up

often for no good reason, such as the

sheer awe of creation of budding

flowers, or a bird in flight.  Of sensing

the eternal presence and love of the

all-pervading Great Spirit.  Becoming

fully human again.

Some 56 days have elapsed since

the Silent Retreat at Jerusalem and

much of the profound effects have

been swept away by the tides of life.

Notwithstanding, a very strong

memory remains.  The importance of

meditating faithfully twice daily is a

way of tapping into and keeping in

touch with the profound Silence that

we tasted.  We find it also important

to spend a little time in solitude in the

native bush, by a river, or out at sea.

Simple ways to reconnect with what

is and not staying lost in the static of

the mind.
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Some time ago, Margaret Moore

our Southern Region Co-

ordinator, and I wondered if Fr Peter

Murphy could come down from

Auckland and go with us on one of

our annual visits to the South Island

groups.  We felt that Fr Peter’s

warmth and experience would be a

great encouragement to our often

far-flung groups, and that he would

enjoy renewing friendships with

southern meditators and making new

ones.  So we were delighted when

Fr Peter agreed to come down from

16th to 21st October this year.

Margaret then consulted with group

leaders and drew up an impressive

itinerary with special emphasis on

opportunities to observe and teach

meditation in schools, one of Peter’s

particular passions and one that I

share.

Peter visited Nelson on his own,

and reports that his brief time there

was very rewarding.  He was grateful

for how thoughtfully he was looked

after by Mary Kroch and Katharine

Day, well known to Peter for their

faithful leadership of the Nelson

Cathedral group for many years.

About twenty meditators and others

new to the practice gathered at

Richmond in a meeting room attached

to the Catholic parish, where Fr Peter

gave a short talk, followed by a

twenty-minute meditation, questions

and sharing.  Janet Price, leader of

the Motueka group, regretted that she

was unable to join the gathering.

When he arrived in Christchurch,

Margaret picked Fr Peter up from the

airport and took him to stay at the

Cathedral Presbytery.  On 17th  he

and I meditated with staff and children

from St Joseph’s School, Papanui,

A pilgrimage from link to link
of a chain of contemplative prayer.
Jane Hole reports on her tour of South Island Meditation Groups with Margaret Moore and Fr Peter Murphy

Our Lady of Victories School,

Sockburn and St Peter’s School in

Beckenham.  We learned that St

Peter’s is a “restorative” school.

This means that when students have

issues between them, teachers

patiently help them to identify who

has been hurt, and why, when and

how, and what they can agree to do

to right this.  This enlightened process

seems very much in the gentle, non-

judgemental spirit of Christian

Meditation.  At St Peter’s the school

falls quiet every afternoon for a few

minutes straight after lunch while the

whole school meditates.  Fr Peter and

I felt there was almost certainly a

relationship between the experience

of  peace in meditation and the way

the school had chosen to resolve

personal conflicts.  Peter then had a

fruitful discussion at the Catholic

Education Office with Cushla

O’Connor, Religious Education

Advisor for Catholic Primary Schools

in Christchurch.

Unfortunately, Margaret was

unable, for family reasons, to join us

when Fr Peter and I took off on the

18th for points south, starting with

meditation, discussion and a delicious

morning tea with members of the

Ashburton Group, ably led by Janice

Harrison.   Janice has carefully

nurtured this group until it has become,

in a very short time, a strong and

committed part of the South Island

Community. Further south in Dunedin,

Peter and I shared an Indian meal in

Green Island (this obviously has

nothing at all to do with the object of

the trip, but was memorably good),

after which he went on to stay at  the

Green Island presbytery with Fr

Michael Dooley, a founding figure in

the Dunedin meditation community,

while I sampled Dunedin’s airbnb

accommodation nearby.

On 19th we met at the Mosgiel

presbytery with members of the

Dunedin meditation groups, many of

whom were old friends of both of us,

including Moira Gallagher who, with

her inimitable warmth and sparkle, has

co-ordinated the Dunedin Community

for many years.

After meditation, and talk over the

kindly provided food and drink, we

said goodbye to them reluctantly and

drove on to Alexandra, where we

stayed at the presbytery of Fr Pat

McGettigan.  I gathered that Peter

and he were old and close friends,

and tried to let them talk together

without interruption, but as Fr Pat is

a devoted fly fisherman, reader and

gardener, I  found this difficult and

wasn’t particularly successful.  Fr Pat

took us up to the lookout with its

expansive views of that startling

landscape that has inspired poet Brian

Turner and artist Graham Sydney to

make their homes there.  Our host

was an invaluable guide to the history

and geography of the region, and was

also able, quite incidentally, to point

out some of his fishing spots.

The following morning after Mass,

Fr Peter and I went to the Catholic

Primary School where meditation has

been practised in the past, and where

Peter gave six classes a refresher

course in a discipline that is a gift for

life for young people.  I marvelled, as

I had in the Christchurch schools we’d

visited, at the natural way students

of all ages settled to meditate, aided

by Fr Peter’s clear explanation and

warm encouragement.  There seems

no doubt that young people know
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instinctively that meditation is good for

them.

With Fr Pat we shared in an

ecumenical contemplative hour at the

local Uniting church, a peaceful,

unassuming coming together of

faithful Alexandrians.  Fr Pat proved

an expert on the best eating places in

Alexandra and Clyde, and the next

day we said farewell to both

Alexandra’s priest and its cuisine with

regret.

We drove on to Wanaka, where

we met with the principal and

staff of the primary school, most of

whom were unfamiliar with Christian

Meditation.  Fr Peter explained the

discipline to them and perhaps one day

the practice may find its way into the

religious education at that school as

well, to the good of  its students.

In the evening we met at the home

of Annette Reinheimer for meditation,

talk and a shared meal that left no

doubts that Otago country cooking is

second to none.  The Rev Damon

Plimmer, with Annette in strong

support, has established three groups

in the area, a tribute to their

enthusiasm, commitment and their

recognition that every parish needs a

contemplative group as well as its

active arm.  Annette offered us

generous, gracious hospitality, and the

next day we left to return to

Christchurch with memories of a trip

that was of clear value to the

Community, as well as providing Fr

Peter and me with many holiday

delights.

We’d travelled long distances

through some of the South Islands

most beautiful and spectacular

countryside.  Those hours on the road

gave us time to share our impressions

of the chain of stalwart, dedicated

South Island meditation groups and

all the evidence we’d seen of that

particular mixture of fragility and

strength that marks Christian

Meditation groups wherever they are.

I realised we’d been on a sort of

pilgrimage from link to link of a chain

of contemplative prayer.  It was a

humbling and exhilarating experience
X

“How hard it is to be young,”

Father O’Shea told me.  I laughed

and asked him what he meant.  Eyes

twinkling, he told me of the first patient

he had been called to see as a hospital

chaplain.  Very young and desperate

to be of service, he had gone to visit

a woman who was facing major

surgery the following morning.  She

was lying in her bed, tense with

anxiety.  He had no sooner pulled up

a chair when she told him, “Father, I

feel certain that I am going to die

tomorrow.”

Nothing in his training had

prepared him for this, and he had sat

there with absolutely no idea of how

to respond.  To cover his confusion,

he had reached out and taken her

hand.  She had begun to talk then.

Still holding her hand and barely

listening, he had reached back in his

mind for some of the great words of

comfort from his tradition, the words

of Merton, of Teresa D’Avila of

Jesus.  He had them all with him

when he had entered the room but

somehow now they were gone.

The woman continued to talk and

even to cry a little, and his heart went

out to her in her fear.  At last she

closed her eyes, and he had taken this

opportunity to ask God for help, for

the words that he needed.  But he

had found no words at all.  Eventually

she had simply fallen asleep and he

A story from My Grandfather’s Blessings by Rachel Remen.

Beyond Words:

contributed by Linda Polaschek

One of the fruits of Christian Meditation is the increasing ability to

be present and to be comfortable with silence. We can never underestimate

the gift this is to others.

had left, vanquished, convinced that

he was not cut out to be a priest.  He

had spent the rest of the day and most

of the night in an agonized

assessment of his shortcomings and

his calling.  He had been too ashamed

to visit her again.

But a few weeks later he had

received a note from her, thanking him

for all he had done for her during his

visit, and most especially for all the

wonderful things he had told her, the

words of comfort and wisdom.  She

would never forget them.  And then

she quoted some of what she had

heard him say, at length.

Father O’Shea began to laugh, and

I did too.  “It was so long ago, “ he

chuckled.  “Thank goodness we can

never be that young again.”  He

paused for a moment to wipe his

eyes.  “You know, Rachel, “ he told

me.  “Over the years I have learned

that when I pray to be able to be of

service to someone, sometimes God

says ‘Yes’ and sometimes God says

‘No’, but quite often God says, ‘Step

aside Patrick. I’ll do it myself’”. X

The egoless prayer is precisely what St Anthony is referring to when he says,
quoted by Cassian:  “The monk who knows that he is praying, is not praying.
The monk who does not know that he is praying, he is truly praying.”  We see the
same understanding of prayer in the Syriac tradition.  The Syriac Fathers say
very simply:  “If we are to pray, we must lose my prayer.”  We must go beyond ‘my
prayer’ and leaving my prayer behind, enter into the prayer of Christ.

from The Ego on our Spiritual Journey, by Fr Laurence Freeman X
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In 2010, Jane Carswell’s first book,

Under the Huang Jiao Tree was

the winner of the Whitcoulls Travcom

Travel Book of the Year.  No mean

feat for a first time author.

In her second book, Jane (who we

all know at Jane Hole) tells the story

of writing that award-winning book.

Talk of Treasure is a deeply personal

insight into the life – and soul - of an

author faced with the momentous

task of turning a travel journal into a

product that will sell.

I need first to talk about Jane’s

gift with language and especially her

use of metaphor.  This book’s

originality lies in the creative and often

exquisite use of the English language.

On many occasions I re-read

passages just to savour how so few

words could be used to add colour to

a person, an emotion, a situation.  On

the basis of this alone I expect to see

Talk of Treasure to feature in a future

Book Award.

Much goes into writing a book,

especially one that is autobiographical

in scope.  Jane’s family and especially

the influence of parents and

grandparents is a theme that she

explores at some depth.  The dancing

aunt from Dunedin has a chapter all

of her own. “She was the first person

in our family to climb Mt Aspiring.

Perhaps I could be the first one to

write a book.”

Book Review:
by Vincnet Maire

Talk of Treasure
by Jane Carswell

There are many friends, and even

friends of friends, who in their unique

way contribute to the creation of the

book.  A few have an understanding

of the task Jane has set herself, but

some regard it as a mad scheme that

will die a natural death.  Wryly

sketched, each has a place in the great

task our would-be author has set

herself.

Christian meditation and becoming

an Oblate run parallel to Jane’s

efforts at her computer screen.  “I

can self-start, and I know how to hold

on tight, but I need a kaleidoscope of

friendships to suggest routes, to help

me steer.  This comes from a chapter

entitled “Monastic Overtures” and

concerns her calling to be an Oblate

of the Christian Meditation

Community.  Her calling to become

a published author can be similarly

described.

Being a book about China the

people and traditions of that country

are writ large throughout.  However,

most of the action takes place in

Jane’s Christchurch home where she

welcomes Chinese students as

boarders.  And what a quirky bunch

they are.  One cooks beautifully,

another bathes just twice a month,

one more is sent home with mental

health issues.  Through the empathy

she shows these people we gain an

insight into what it was like for Jane

during all those months teaching

English in Chongquing; she knows

what it is like to be a stranger in a

strange land.

And then there are the publishers;

17 in total.  Their rejection slips, their

advice, their lack of regard, their

mistakes, are funny and frustrating in

equal measure.  Yet each in their way

made a contribution to a rough

diamond that over many re-writes

was polished and polished to create

this absolute gem of a book.  And well

done to Eastbourne’s Makaro Press

for recognising a voice that needs to

be heard nationally and internationally.

If you enjoyed Helen Hanff’s 84

Charing Cross Road or Kathleen

Norris’ The Cloister Walks then this

book is for you.  Trust me; it really

needs to be in your Christmas

stocking!

Vincent Maire X

NZCCM - ONLINE MEDITATION GROUP
We invite you to join us Every Sunday 7.30 pm on Skype

This is an opportunity for you to:
* meditate in the comfort of your home and still be part of a group.
* join a group if there is no local group for you.
* get more group support for your meditation practice.
If you want more information or want to join the online group

please send an email to:

webmaster@christianmeditationnz.org.nz
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Images of Meditation:

Tuning In

Transcript of talks prepared by Liz Watson to help meditators understand the meaning

and purpose of the practice of Christian Meditation.  The talks were recorded in the UK

in February 2013 specially for the Meditatio Series.

by Liz Watson

If you are a musical sort of person,

you will probably be familiar with
the tuning fork, but if you are not, let
me just describe it briefly.  A tuning
fork is a U-shaped piece of metal
which you can tap and it vibrates to
give you a specific note.  It gives a
true note.  Let us say the note ‘A’.
So if you want to know what the note
‘A’ is in order to be able to sing it
accurately, the tuning fork is the way
to do it.  It is the way to tune yourself
in to the true ‘A’.  If you are tuned
into the tuning fork, you know you’re
always going to be right.  The tuning
fork always gives you a true ‘A’.

Well, as most people who sing or
are musicians find, it is quite difficult
to get the true note all the time on
their own and to stay on it
unwaveringly.

There is now an electronic version
of the tuning fork for the smartphone
and when you use it, you get this lovely
picture of the metal vibrating at a
particular frequency, a particular
wavelength.  So when I sing, I am
trying to get my voice to tune in, to
get into the same vibration, onto the
same wavelength and to become one
with that particular note.

I find that a really helpful way to
think about Jesus and what the life of
Jesus means for us today.  I think of
Jesus as a human being whose
humanity is perfectly tuned in to the
divine frequency, to the divine
wavelength, the divine note; perfectly
tuned in to the Father.  And I think
the message we can take from that
is that in Jesus, every other human

being has that same capacity to

resonate with God, to sing the same
song as God, you might say, to
reverberate with God.  That sort of
understanding is, I think, very helpful
in making sense of what it might mean
to imitate Jesus or to follow Jesus –
words that are very often used in
Christian discourse.

Thinking along these lines, we
quickly realise that following Jesus,
or imitating Jesus, is not so much
about reading the gospel stories,
observing what Jesus did and working
out how to do the same.  After all, I
cannot possibly be a male Jew who
lived two thousand years ago!  It is
more about doing things the way he
did by trying to get on to the Father’s
wavelength and then living out the
effects and the consequences of that,
singing this new tune in our own time
and our own place and in our own
way.

So when we sit to meditate, we

have this simple tuning device for

getting on to the divine wavelength.

We have the mantra, the mantra

which helps us to resonate with the

spirit of Jesus dwelling in our heart.

We give our word, our tuning device,

our mantra, our attention.  We try to

resonate with it and when we go out

of tune with it, when we wander off,

when our attention becomes vague

or unfocused, we come back.  We

re-tune, we refine our tuning, we

refine the closeness of attention that

we are giving to it.

And although what happens
during the time of meditation may
sometimes be easy and feel good, or

X

sometimes be more distracted and
not feel so satisfactory, what we
generally feel afterwards is better,
more spacious, more harmonious,
more ‘in tune’ with our self.  We feel
more ‘ourself’ and we will generally
discover that it helps our day go better
because of that.

But that is not all.  It is not only
that through our daily practice of
meditation we become more
harmonious with our self, more one
with our self, more true to our self
and able to live out of that much more
naturally, but we gradually discover
that we are more connected with
others, more harmonious with others,
more in tune with others.  We are
learning to listen better to others, to
hear their own particular song, to get
on to their wavelength.  We are
learning to harmonise with them, we
are learning to appreciate that mine
is not the only note I can hear or want
to hear or care about hearing.

The marvellous thing about this
divine frequency is that all created
things vibrate on that same frequency
and, if we tune in to the divine
wavelength, then we are inevitably
tuning in to the wavelength on which
every created thing is resonating.
Each created thing has its own true
and individual timbre.  Just as each
person in a choir has their own
particular quality of voice, a unique
voice, to bring to it, when they come
together they sing and create one
glorious harmony.

So, sit down, sit still, say your word

and listen to it faithfully with ever-

deepening attention
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M ore than 250 meditators

attended the first day of the

Meditation and Aging Seminar on 19th

and 20th November in North Sydney,

including four from New Zealand.

Over 100 attended the second half

day at St Benedict’s Monastery in

Arcadia north of Sydney.  The key

speakers were Australian Anglican

priests, Sarah Bachelard and Neil

Millar, and Fr Laurence Freeman.

Their presentations were both rich

and wide ranging.  The full talks will

be available on the WCCM website

shortly, but meanwhile, here are some

insights gleaned by one listener:

During his several contributions

Laurence contrasted aging as viewed

in our contemporary post industrial

society and that understood from a

contemplative perspective.  Our

society tends to deny aging and ignore

death, in promoting the illusory self

that is defined by possessions, status

and achievement.  In this situation

people who are aging often have

significant needs but very limited

resources to meet them.  By contrast,

traditional views, exemplified in

Eastern traditions, recognize life as

involving a sequence of stages.  In

the second half of life the stages have

their own character, involving both

certain tasks and losses of various

kinds, but also gifts and opportunities,

especially for wisdom and spiritual

growth.  This traditional perspective

shows that aging can be understood

as a transformational journey, an

aspect of our human vocation that we

can embrace.

Increasing simplicity and poverty

of spirit in our life as we age, enable

abandonment of our illusory

autonomous identity and discovery of

our true identity in relationship to

others and our divine Source.

Meditation and Ageing Seminar
A Meditatio Seminar hosted by the Australian Christian Meditation Community (ACMC)

a report by Nick Polaschek

Meditation, as a practice of self

abandonment, supports this life

journey in acceptance of losses and

in self surrender, in which we learn

wisdom and discover a fuller life in

relationality.  The more we let go, the

more we can be realized.

This contemplative perspective

opens the possibility of inter-

generational exchange and care.  On

the basis of their pastoral experience

of care for the aged, Sarah and Neil

fleshed out this perspective.  They

noted that while the later part of life

involves a positive process of

completion in which one’s past

experiences are integrated into a

whole, it also involves difficult

experiences of loss and suffering,

especially of relationships but also

one’s own former capacities and

autonomy.

S arah and Neil talked about

understanding aging from a

contemplative perspective as a

process of “undergoing and

relinquishment”.  This is about a way

of “being” in our lives when we lose

our capacity for “doing” - managing

our lives through autonomous action.

Undergoing includes “lament”, a

process of recognition, expression and

working through of our real and

difficult losses and suffering, moving

beyond anxiety, denial and repression

towards acceptance.  This enables

relinquishment, a letting go in which

we undergo intentionally,

characterized by truthfulness,

consent, courage, vulnerability and

patience.  We consent to what is

happening as long as we may, even

to the point of not even being able to

consent.

The response of Jesus in the

garden of Gethsemane, his moment

of final acceptance during the

narrative of his passion and death,

exemplifies for the Christian this

process of undergoing and

relinquishment which leads to self

transcendence within our divine

Source, symbolized by the

resurrection.  Our meditation, a

practice of self abandonment enabling

us to be present and accept our lives

as a gift, supports us in living out the

last stage of our lives as a process of

undergoing and relinquishment in

Christ.

It is better to keep silent and be,

than to make fluent professions and

not be.  No doubt it is a fine thing to

instruct others, but only if the

speaker practises what he

preaches.

One such Teacher there is:  He

who spoke the word and it was

made; and what he achieved even

by his silences was well worthy of

the Father.

A person who has truly

mastered the utterances of Jesus

will also be able to apprehend his

silence and thus reach full spiritual

maturity, so that his own words have

the force of actions and his silences

the significance of speech.

Ignatius of Antioch

 from Sacrament - The Christian Mysteries

by John Main

X

X
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4th October 2016

Meditation and Ageing Seminar

I was interested to read about the Meditation and Ageing Seminar to be held in Australia next month.

I suppose once we have stopped growing we start ageing but I’m inclined to believe that I can go on

growing for some time after I am considered technically to be aged.  I will be 88 come Christmas and have

not yet reconciled myself to the self-completion Sarah Bachelard refers to.  However, I do appreciate the

part about “relinquishing aspects of my identity and former ways of being”.

A good part of my energy nowadays is taken up by de-cluttering my apartment in preparation for moving

out.  I find also I am de-cluttering mentally, especially in the area of what I want to read, what I want to

view, on TV or computer, or to what extent I want to involve myself in internet technology.  I am not on-line

in my apartment.  Interestingly, the signal is blocked by a large ambulance lift!  I manage my emails on the

convent library which has no printer.

What all this means is that I tend to ignore everything that is sent to me concerning meditation.  I have

been meditating for about 14 years and it still remains for me the most simple activity possible.  A chair,

some peace, and saying the mantra in time with my breathing.  Stillpoint in fact.  I am happy to offer this to

the members of the small group I lead once a week, with one or other of the short, pithy talks on the original

CDs.  The more recent lengthy talks I pass on to others to take home and listen to.  My aged memory

precludes me “hearing and passing on” as suggested.

Advancing age may preclude me from driving out to my group eventually, but that is still ahead of me.

Keep it simple!

Jane Lys

Letter to the Editor:

We started our morning meditation by texting

on 11th July this year and have had a couple of

months to trial.  I was struggling to find time each day

to regularly meditate, but knowing that someone else is

meditating at the same time has ensured that I set aside

that time daily.

I start each day at 6.30am with a walk for up to 45

minutes where I plan my day and reflect on what is

affecting the world and me.  It has always been my

time, and so to transfer it to a contemplative walking

time, has been a reasonably easy transition.  I still get

the random thoughts sneaking in to disrupt, but they

can be acknowledged and passed over.

I used to meet lots of people I know on my morning

walks and often stopped to share a word.  To avoid this

happening and disrupting the walking meditation, I now

just wave and pass by, having explained that I now

meditate on my walk.  The simplest and more empathetic

way to avoid this problem has been altering my walking

My Walking Meditation Experience

by Harold Trigg

route, where there are a new set of walkers largely

unknown to me.

One feature of my morning walking meditation has

been that the mantra seems to have adjusted to my

walking speed, or my steps have adjusted to the mantra.

It has been easier over the darker winter days to remain

less distracted, but is a little more challenging now, as

the sun is rising earlier.  One side effect of this sacred

time is that I have become particularly tuned into the

birds’ dawn chorus in a way that often missed me before.

I feel at one with nature and at peace.

It is early days, but the text to meditate initiative has

helped me to stay committed to a regular daily practice

of walking meditation.

If you think connecting with others via a text would

help you to build your daily practice, please send me an

email at:

webmaster@christianmeditationnz.org.nz

X

X
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